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extremely little to satisfy our curiosity.   Not that the
Muses have neglected it, since the sub-continent is deeply
penetrated by Mr. Tomlinson's richly adjectival tideway;
and those enigmatic shores are washed by the waters of
NostromOt where the Isabels are mirrored in the tideless sea of
Mr. Conrad's prose and the stormy denizens of Costaguana
display a creditable knowledge of conversational Spanish.
Yet in the last analysis how much remains beyond a general
impression of a sub-continent that is extremely roomy and
maintains a population of minor characters with an exas-
perating tendency to improve all occasions with a sententious
murmur of " <f Quien sabe ? "   A stevedore may be a more
promising figure of romance, if we agree to call him Capataz
de Cargadores; and any street would gain in dignity from
a profusion of pulperias kept by posaderos for the entertain-
ment of peons, whose burros whisk a drowsy tail in the sun-
shine of the plaza.   But, however improving to our modern
languages, such glimpses (like the livelier revelations of
0. Henry) tell us extremely little about South America,
Bathed in its literature, we emerge from our ablutions
dripping with odds and ends of Spanish (a language, it
would seem, containing far more nouns than verbs) and
very little wiser than before,   A rich feast of English prose
is spread in our sight; but we rise from Mr. Hudson's with
a vague notion that the whole sub-continent is one vast
bird sanctuary, and from Mr. Cunninghame Graham's with
a livelier sense of an immense circus where Conquistadores,
invariably well-connected, perform feats of doubtful equi-
tation.   That forms a meagre equipment for any traveller.
But however hard he tries, his education will remain sadly
neglected and he will not advance far beyond his first (and
wholly inexact) impressions of the South American scene
drawn from contemporary writers—white teeth, dark skins,
the sudden shot, the point of honour, and a complicated
libretto of operatic politics diversified by tropical diseases
and exciting lepidoptera.
For the Muses, prodigal of the small change of local colour,

